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New Focus for Imagery Debate
In their study of reasoning with diagrammatic and non-
dia~,rammatic representations, Larkin and Simon (1987)
are concerned with external representations and
explicitly avoid drawing inferences about the bearing of
their work on the issue of internal, mental
representations. Nonetheless, we may infer the bearing
of their work on internal representations from the
theories of Kosslyn, Finke and other ’pictorialists’ who
take internal representations to be importantly like
external ones regarding their ’privileged’ spatial
properties of depicting and resembling their referents.
Thus, Finke (1990) suggests that "perceptual
interpretive processes are applied to mental images in
much the same way that they are applied to actual
physical objects. In this sense, imagined objects can be
"interpreted" much like physical objects" (1990, p. 18).
Elsewhere he suggests that "The image discoveries
which then ’emerge’ resemble the way perceptual
discoveries can follow the active exploration and
manipulation of physical objects" (1990, p. 171).

After twenty years of controversy, the ’imagery
debate’ concerning the ’format’ of visual mental
representations is widely regarded as having become
stalled and the impasse has even led some (Anderson
1978) to conclude that the issue between pictorialism
and the ’tacit knowledge’ alternative is undecidable in
principle on the basis of behavioral evidence.

At least part of the reason for the persistence of the
imagery debate has been the fact that the dispute has
centered upon alternative explanations of the same body
of chronometric evidence. The debate has come to
appear intractable because the two contending theories
make identical predictions for chronometric evidence
and, accordingly, adducing new evidence of time-
dependent measures, as has repeatedly been done, cannot
strengthen the case for a pictorial, spatial medium
against the rival tacit knowledge theory. Thus,
experiments are needed on which the contending

"crucial experiment", since a falsified prediction can
always be blamed on one of the auxiliary hypotheses on
which any theory depends. Nonetheless, the text-book
example of a "crucial experiment" is the null result of
the Michelson-Morley test of the speed of light, and I
take the null results of our own investigations to show
that, like the luminiferous ether, the pictorial medium
does not exist. It is in this sense that the possibility of
reinterpreting visual patterns in mental imagery has
recently emerged as new focus for the long-standing
controversy. The question of whether, and under what
conditions, novel information may be discovered from
images may shed new light on the debate, since it
provides a new means for testing the properties of the
conjectured pictorial medium.and the claimed parallel
between imagery and perception.

"Equivalence" of Imagery & Perception
Specifically, the possibility of reinterpreting an image
follows as a direct implication of the pictorial theory
which posits an "equivalence" between imagery and
perception. On the pictorial view, a mental image is
conceived to be a "surrogate percept, allowing people to
detect some pattern or property in a remembered scene
that they did not encode explicitly when they saw the
scene initially" (Pinker and Finke 1980, p. 246). It 
in this sense that the uninterpreted images in a spatial
medium are themselves supposed to be "functionally
equivalent to physical objects or events" (Finke, 1980
p. 113), and cause the same mechanisms to be activated
as in actual visual perception itself (ibid, p. 130).
Kosslyn (1987, p. 149) explains, one purpose 
imagery involves "recognition processes" to discover
information which is not stored explicitly in memory
and thus we "look" at our images in a way which is
analogous to the way we look at external objects in
order to inspect them.

Divergent Predictions
accounts deliver different predictions.

Our own evidence concerns perceptual organization
tasks which provide unequivocal criteria of the
successful rotation, inspection and re-interpretation of
images using "recognition processes" and "shape
classification" procedures. Despite the demonstrated ease
of our task under perceptual conditions, naive subjects
have generally been unable to succeed in the tasks under
imagery conditions as would be predicted on the
pictorial theory.

Of course, as historians and philosophers of science
well know, there can be strictly no such thing as a

By assimilating imagery so closely with vision, indeed
by claiming their "equivalence", pictorialism is
committed to predicting closely similar "perceptual"
phenomena in imagery to those found in perception
itself. It is this deep commitment to the perceptual
character of imagery which is the source of its
vulnerability to such asymmetries as those of Chambers
and Reisberg (1985) and our own results.

Thus, Kosslyn suggests that "image interpretation is
at the heart of the role of imagery in cognition (if one
cannot inspect imaged patterns, they are useless)"
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(1988, p. 249). He says "The recognition mechanisms
[of vision] can be used in imagery as a way of accessing
stored information" (1988, p. 264) and his model entails
that "images depict visual information, and that this
information is interpreted by some of the same sorts of
classificatory procedures used in classifying sensory
input during vision" (1980, p. 32). Kosslyn explains
further that "the purposes of imagery, in large part,
parallel those of vision" and "one may ’recognize’ parts
and properties of imaged objects that had not been
previously considexed" through the "use of recognition
processes" (1987, p. 149). The significance 
reinterpreting images as a crucial test of the pictorial
theory is evident in Kosslyn’s explicit predictions:

The image is formed by forcing a change of state in
the visual buffer in the attended region, which can
then be reprocessed as if it were perceptual input (e.g.,
the shape could be recategorized), thereby
accomplishing the purposes of imagery that parallel
those of perception. (1987, p. 155; emphasis added)

By contrast with these implications of the quasi-
perceptual, pictorial medium theory, the ’tacit
knowledge’ account would predict that the re-
interpretation of images is difficult because it assumes
that the mental representations are very abstract output
of ’higher’ cognitive processes, - encodings of
conceptualizations or beliefs and, in this sense, already
meaningful and not requiring interpretation, - nor
susceptible of easy re-interpretation (Pylyshyn 1973,
1978).

Chambers & Reisberg Negative Results
This question of reinterpreting visual images had been
brought into sharp relief with the work of Chambers
and Reisberg (1985) who found that subjects were
uniformly unable to reverse their mental images of the
familiar ambiguous figures such as the duck/rabbit and
Necker cube. Chambers and Reisberg see their results as
supporting the "philosophical" arguments for taking
imagery to be more conceptual and cognitive, in the
sense that they are intrinsically interpreted symbols
which do not ne, ed, and do not easily permit, further
interpretation. Since the close parallel, indeed
"equivalence" of imagery with the mechanisms of
perception has been one of the central tenets of the
pictorialist theory (Podgorny and Shepard 1978, Finke
1980, Farah 1988), the results of Chambers and
Reisberg are surprising and may be seen as posing a
fundamental challenge for the pictorial theory. Of
course, these negative results provide experimental
support for the specific claims made over a decade ago
by Pylyshyn (1973, 1978) in his critiques of pictorial
theories. Despite these earlier skeptical claims,
however, in the intervening period there has been
experimental evidence of just such abilities of people to
detect novel properties in imagined scenes. Pinker and
Finke (1980) report subjects’ ability to "see" novel
properties which "can be ’read off’ the display" and
which should emerge from images after mental rotation.

Finke and Slayton (1988) have extended this work,
providing further evidence "that people are capable of
making unexpected discoveries in imagery" and that
novel patterns can "emerge" from within imaged
patterns.

Response by Finke, Pinker and Farah.
Most recently, Finke, Pinker and Farah (1989) have
sought to reinforce these claims with new experiments
which also purport to show that subjects can inspect
and reinterpret their images by "applying shape
classification procedures to the information in imagery"
(1989, p. 51). This latter work is of particular interest
because it has been specifically designed to counter the
skeptical conclusions warranted by the negative results
of Chambers and Reisberg and sets the scene for our
own investigation. Thus, it is in the light of this clash
of experimental results and theoretical claims that our
own experiments are to be understood: Our new
experiments avoid the specific objections by Finke et
al. and by falsifying entailments of the pictorial theory
in a different manner, our results can be seen as further
illuminating the precise conditions under which such
seemingly contradictory results can be obtained.

"Philosophical" &"Strictly Empirical"
However, it is ultimately fruitless for the protagonists
in the imagery debate to continue counterposing
empirical results as if these speak for themselves. The
cloudiness of the present situation and the intractability
of the debate is symptomatic of fundamental conceptual
problems rather than straightforward empirical issues.
Finke (1989) passes over such "philosophical"
problems and the principal alternative theory (Fodor
1975) implying their relative unimportance and saying
that "this is strictly an empirical question" which has
been decided by the evidence that "mental images can be
reinterpreted" (1989, p.129). The cited data of Finke,
Pinker and Farah undoubtedly show that "images can be
reinterpreted", but this cannot "refute" Chambers and
Reisberg since it only begs the central question: What
is the reason for the discrepancy?

The Chambers and Reisberg investigation derives its
significance from showing the inability of image
reconstrual precisely under conditions in which we
would have expected it according to the quasi-perceptual
account. By demonstrating the possibility of
reinterpretation under entirely different conditions, Finke
et al. have merely avoided the crucial issues, which are,
moreover, the "philosophical", that is, theoretical, ones
Finke et al., have wished to dismiss (See Slezak 1990,
1991).

The common designation of "philosophical" for the
tacit knowledge position by its critics is a peculiar,
though telling, symptom of the difficulties which have
plagued the debate. The notion of Finke et al. (1989,
p.54) that arguments in the philosophical literature on
imagery "have no relevance" to the empirical questions
reflects some invidious, if obscure, comparison between
rival theories which are, in fact, identical in status as
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competing explanations of the evidence. This attitude
betrays a certain vestige of positivist or behaviorist
faith in the unambiguous deliverances of observational
evidence. Misunderstanding on this point has led to
peremptory dismissal of the tacit knowledge account and
to a systematic neglect of its explanatory force.

Thus, for example, Kosslyn (1980, p.30) has
described the tacit knowledge opposition as a "no
imagery" account as if it purported to deny the existence
or reality of visual imagery. It is evidently this
misunderstanding which underlies his tactic of adducing
further chronometric data as if they could add support to
his theory whereas, in fact, they can only reinforce the
reality of imagery phenomena which are not in dispute.
This approach amounts to legislating pictorialism true
by taking the evidence to somehow uniquely favour the
pictorial theory. This misunderstanding of the tacit
knowledge account is manifest in the design of
experiments which have been taken to bear on the
dispute. Thus, Kosslyn (1983) has tried to deflect tacit
knowledge explanations of the phenomena by noting
that "virtually nobody outside the field knows about the
McCullough effect" and therefore "subjects could not
have intentionally or unconsciously produced these
results without using imagery" (1983, p.81).

First, however, the issue cannot be whether the
subjects used imagery as Kosslyn suggests here, since
this is not in dispute (see also Finke 1990, p.19). 
already noted, the tacit knowledge theory does not deny
that imagery is used by subjects, but only offers a
different explanation of it. In particular, it is no
argument against the tacit knowledge theory to
demonstrate how control subjects not using imagery
give different results from those who do (Kosslyn 1981,
p. 238, 142). Although this experimental design is
conceived as having empirical bearing on the debate, it
is in principle incapable of doing so. The control group
in all these cases is presumed not to be using imagery
and therefore becomes utterly irrelevant to the disputed
question of how the results are to be explained in the
case when subjects are using imagery. Patently,
controlling for the use of imagery can only establish the
empirical importance of imagery as a variable and does
not favour the pictorial medium theory - unless the two
are implicitly and illegitimately taken to be the same
question.

Furthermore, the undoubted ignorance of the
subjects concerning such experimental results is entirely
irrelevant to the possibility of explaining them through
tacit knowledge, since there is nothing in the claim
which requires that the relevant beliefs be this kind of
belief. On the contrary, the idea of tacit knowledge is
precisely the idea of beliefs which are unavailable to
conscious awareness. Pylyshyn has been quite explicit
on this question, noting that "much of it is not
introspectable or verbally articulable" (1981, p. 161).

The appeal to tacit knowledge is to invoke what the
subject knows implicitly about the phenomena or
events in the world being imagined, and emphatically
not about the psychological experiment as Kosslyn
seems to think. Nor, can the knowledge in question be

construed as knowledge "of their visual systems" or of
neurophysiology as Farah has taken it (1988, p.314).

Equivalence Thesis.

We may note that a symptom of the problems inherent
in the pictorial approach is evident in Finke’s (1980)
discussion where he speaks of "physical objects" instead
of percepts of physical objects. He describes mental
images as "functionally equivalent to physical objects
or events, with respect to certain types of effects"
(,p.113). However, it should be evident that one cannot
make any meaningful comparison between images and
physical objects per se, if the latter are taken seriously
and literally as the relevant items of comparison. That
is, Finke is unlikely to be seriously concerned to
compare the properties of mental representations as
psychological entities with those of tables and chairs
(see also Finke 1990, p.171).

By assimilating imagery so closely with vision,
indeed by claiming their "equivalence", the pictorialists
are inevitably committed to predicting closely similar
"perceptual" phenomena in imagery to those found in
perception itself. As already noted, the significance of
our non-chronometric tasks as "crucial experiments"
derives from testing these direct implications of the
pictorial theory. Specifically, the experiments are
concerned to test the ’quasi-perceptual’ claims according
to which "the purposes of imagery, in large part,
parallel those of vision" in "the use of recognition
processes" through which Kosslyn claims "one may
’recognize’ parts and properties of imaged objects that
had not been previously considered" (1987, p. 149) The
abilities being tested are exactly those which are claimed
to have been demonstrated by Pinker and Finke (1980)
who reported subjects’ ability to "see" novel properties
which could emerge from images only after they had
been mentally rotated where new properties of images
"can be ’read off’ the display" (1980, p. 262). The
ability to "re-parse" an image by using perceptual shape
classification procedures has been claimed by Finke et
al. (1989), just as Finke and Slayton (1988) claim 
have shown "that people are capable of making
unexpected discoveries in imagery".

By testing new and quite different "perceptual"
phenomena, our work shows yet further respects in
which the alleged "equivalence" between imagery and
perception breaks down. Our experiments can be seen as
avoiding the specific criticisms of Finke et al. (1989),
and our data provide not merely a confirmation of the
negative Chambers and Reisberg results, but give a
further elaboration of the conditions under which images
can or cannot be reinterpreted.

Experiment la: Mental Rotation.

New stimulus materials have been designed to have two
distinct interpretations which are highly orientation
specific. Thus, the figures are recognizable as a certain
object in one orientation, but are interpretable as an
entirely different object when rotated by 90 degrees.
These stimuli are variants of the stimuli used by Rock
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(1973), and are considerably improved in their
recognizability. In this respect, the shapes have the
important feature that the alternative interpretations are
readily obtained by rotation under perceptual conditions.

Figure 1

It is important that the task of reinterpretation can
be readily accomplished in this way during perception
because this makes the conditions for reconstrual under
imagery conditions as favorable as possible. Thus, for
example, when subjects are shown figure 1 in one
orientation, it is immediately recognized as the
duckling; then upon rotating the figure by 90 degrees,
subjects immediately notice (with frequent expressions
of surprise and deligh0 the alternative interpretation, the
rabbit.

Figure 2

The direct expectation of the pictorial medium
theory is that the same effect should be obtainable under
imagery conditions. That is, if subjects are shown the
figures in only one orientation, it would be expected
that they could rotate their image and discover the
alternative construal by inspection from their rotated
image. Of course, the tacit knowledge alternative
account takes images to be abstract, intrinsically
interpreted conceptualizations and would predict that
such reinterpretation would be difficult or impossible
for subjects to perform in this way on their rotated
images.

Figure 3

Method Without marking any distinction among the
stimulus figures, subjects were first shown several
distractors in the form of silhouettes of easily
recognizable animals such as an elephant, ostrich and
marlin, none of which were orientation-dependent

shapes having any alternative interpretation. This was
to set subjects’ expectations for the subsequent stimuli
which were, in fact, orientation-dependent figures. For
each presented figure in turn, subjects were asked if they
could recognize it, to name it, and then to memorize it.
After 10 seconds the stimulus figure was removed from
view and the subject was asked to imagine rotating it by
90 degrees in a clockwise direction. When the subject
confirmed that the figure was being imagined in this
rotated position, he/she was asked if it could be
interpreted as anything else from this viewpoint. This
procedure was repeated with each of the orientation-
dependent shapes in turn.

An important methodological problem arises from
the danger that subjects might encode both
interpretations during the original perceptual exposure
since in this case they would not be relying on imagery
processes to discover the alternative interpretation. In
particular, it is evident that the problem may arise when
subjects are set the imaginal rotation task more than
once, since after the first one they are no longer naive
concerning the possibility of a second construal of the
figure. On any subsequent test, they may Unavoidably
seek a second interpretation during the initial perceptual
exposure. This possibility can be minimized by
restricting exposure time as Chambers and Reisberg
have done to a duration which is long enough to
establish the image and yet not long enough to seek
alternative interpretations. However, this is a risky
procedure since subjects who are aware of a possible
reconstrual are frequently able to notice both
interpretations almost immediately and simultaneously.

Results. At first glance, the experimental results
appear somewhat equivocal on the question of
reinterpretation since subjects were generally able to
reconstrue in imagination about one third (35%) of the
figures they were presented. Even on these data it is
clear that reinterpretation of the rotated image was
difficult to perform, even if not always impossible.
However, these results across multiple presentations
take on a greater significance when the order of
presentation is taken into account: It is most significant
that no subject was able to reconstrue thefirst stimulus
presented, which is, of course, the only one for which
they did not know in advance that there might be an
alternative interpretation. This striking relevance of
stimulus order supports our conjecture concerning the
effect of loss of naivete regarding the task. Moreover,
stimuli were presented in order of decreasing suitability
as confirmed by later experiments, and this supports our
explanation for the slight improvement in subjects’
success rate. We control for these confounding factors in
the follow up experiments, but even without making
such allowances the mean success rate overall was still
only 35 per cent. Typical of the predicted difficulty was
the reaction of subjects when pressed to interpret their
rotated image of the duckling: just as one would expect
on a tacit knowledge account according to which the
image is intrinsically bound to its interpretation, many
subjects would volunteer the response that it is a
"duckling on its back"!
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Expt. lb. Practice & Perception Effects
The ordering effect in the foregoing data in which
subjects showed a slight improvement from their initial
failure could be due to practice in the task rather than to
perceptual confounding as we had suggested. We
controlled for this possibility by giving each subject
prior practice with image rotation using Cooper’s
(1975) random polygon experiment.

At the same time, in order to preserve subjects’
naivete on all the stimulus figures, we altered the
previous instructions so that the imagery task would
not be known until all the figures had been viewed and
memorized in their initial orientation. Once all stimuli
had been memorized in this way subjects were prompted
by the brief flash of a figure on the screen, and asked if
they were able to recall the shape clearly. Only then
were subjects asked to rotate the shape 90 degrees
clockwise and asked whether they were able to find an
alternative interpretation.

Results: Significantly, prior practice with rotation of
images on the Cooper random polygons had no effect
on subjects’ performance and this possibility could,
therefore, be eliminated as a possible explanation for the
ordering effect in the preceding data. Indeed, despite
practice in rotating images, there was a dramatic drop in
the success rate as a consequence of the new strategy to
avoid perceptual confounding. Our data show only 8
successful reconstruals in 100 trials, and these were
almost entirely confined to two of the figures whose
shapes were said by subjects in debriefmg to be a "give-
away" due to certain telling clues.

Experiment lc. Image quality.
It could be argued that under the new conditions for
avoiding perceptual reconstrual, the high failure rate was
now due to poor, inaccurate or otherwise degraded
images. In order to clarify the possible role of this
factor, we altered the conditions in such a way as to
maximize the accuracy of encoded shapes in memory.

Subjects were tested on the imagery rotation task
now only after being permitted a very long (3 minute)
visual presentation of one of the stimuli (following the
usual distractors). During this extended viewing time,
subjects were encouraged to remember details of the
single figure as accurately as possible. When the
stimulus was removed, subjects were asked to draw it
from memory in order to have some evidence of the
accuracy of the image. Subjects were then asked to
rotate and reinterpret it in imagination. In addition, D.F.
Marks (1973) VVIQ (Vividness of Visual Imagery
Questionnaire) was administered for further evidence of
image accuracy.

Results and Conclusion.: Despite high scores on
the VVIQ averaging 2.5, there were still only 2
successful reconstruals in 23 trials. Above all, the
accuracy of the drawings now provided fu’m grounds for
supposing that degraded image quality is not a likely
reason for the failure of image reconstrual.

The significance of our negative results derives from
the fact that the mental rotation and reinterpretation are
not only explicitly predicted by pictorial theorists, but
involve precisely the mental transformations which
have been classically taken as well established. Of
additional importance is the fact that our task is readily
performed under perceptual conditions, thereby entitling
us to expect it in imagery as well according to the
pictorial account. Further favouring reconstrual is the
fact that our figures are considerably simpler than the
representations of blocks stacked in three dimensions
employed by Shepard (1971) for which the mental
rotation has been claimed, and our own shapes are
geometrically no more complex that those of Cooper
(1975) for which complexity was specifically found not
to be a factor in the claimed ease of rotation.

Even if the Finke et al. (1989) response 
Chambers and Reisberg (1985) is not problematic in the
ways I have suggested (Slezak 1991), their "refutation"
is specific to the ambiguous stimuli and, therefore,
irrelevant to our entirely different imagery tasks. A
pattern of such failures on diverse perceptual phenomena
would leave only ad hoc ways of avoiding their
significance for the pictorial theory of imagery.
Therefore, as a follow-up, we have devised additional
experiments which attempt to reconstruct yet other
perceptual phenomena in imagery.

Experiment 2. Figure-Ground Reversal
The shapes illustrated in the left half of figure 4 are
such as to encourage perceptual organization into
several black objects which may, however, be reversed
to become the ground and thereby reveal the letters "EI".
Since the reversal in this form is somewhat difficult to
achieve in perception itself, the effect can be elicited by
asking subjects to being the horizontal lines together to
touch the shapes as in the right hand figures, clearly
revealing the letters.

Figure 4

Despite the ease of the imagery task, not a single
subject in twenty trials was able to reconstrue their
image to reveal the alternative construal as letters. This
was despite the fact that subjects’ subsequent drawings
of their memorized image were highly accurate.

Expt. 3. Kanizsa Illusory Contours
Stimuli of the sort illustrated in figure 5 were designed
to produce the familiar illusory contours, but were, of
course, not presented to subjects in this form, since the
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effect would then be created in perception. In order to
test the parallel with imagery, circumstances must be
contrived which generate the figure only in imagination
and, accordingly, the entire figure was not presented at
once. Instead, the apical black shapes were designed to
have good gestalt properties as figures and arc such as to
discourage any inferences about other shapes of which
they might be a part. These shapes were presented one
at a time for 30 seconds at their respective positions and
then removed from view. Having seen them only one at
a time, subjects were instructed to imagine them all
together and were then asked whether they were able to
detect any other emergent shape, figure or object in their
reconstructed image.

Figure 5

Results: Despite research on "creative mental
synthesis" which suggests that people can use imagery
to mentally assemble the separately presented parts of a
pattern (Finke 1990, p.21), only one subject out 
thirty trials reported seeing a geometrical shape,
correctly identifying the emergent white figure. Again,
this overwhelming difficulty with the task was despite
the fact that subjects’ drawings were highly accurate and
they were frequently able to notice the emergent shape
from their own drawing.

Conclusion.
Notwithstanding the claim by Finke et al. (1989) 
have "refuted" Chambers and Reisberg (1985), we have
shown that image reconstrual is generally difficult or
impossible to perform under conditions in which one
would have expected it according to the pictorial theory.
On the other hand, however, these results are precisely
as one would expect on the tacit knowledge account
according to which imagery is highly abstract and
cognitive, and does not involve any internal, surrogate,
diagrammatic ’objects’ to be apprehended by the visual
system.
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